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ABSTRACT
A phase modulator for use in a two-oscillator phase
noise measurement system is placed in the line from
either the reference oscillator or the device undn test.
The phase modulator couples a small portion of the
input signal to an amplitude modulator and phase shifter
to shift the small signal by exactly 90degrees. The small
signal portion is then coupled back into the input signal
such that small variations in the coupled signal result in
phase modulation and not amplitude modulation which
would undermine the calibration of the instrument. The
phase modulator described can also be used with known
devices of many types to correct the added phase noise
of components, e.g., power amplifiers. The phase modulator, when used with a given fixed or variable ftequency source, also forms a frequency calibration standard in a single portable instrument.
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a double balanced mixer (DBM) 11, which is connected
FREQUENCY CALIBRATION STASDARD USING
in a manner to cause it to function as a multiplier, and
A WIDE BAND PHASE MODULATOR
outputs the sum and difference freauencies of the inputs. As is well understood in the ar(a double balanced
5 mixer can be made to perform different functions, inRELATED APPLICATIONS
eluding those of a multiplier, as here, or an amplitude
This application is a continuation-impart of U.S.patent application Ser. No. 07/319,197, filed on Mar. 6,
mdu1ator. as Will be discussed below, depending upon
the ports to which inputs are applied.
1989, now U.S.Pat. No. 4,968,908.
Since the frequencies of the inputs to the DBM differ
TECHNICAL FIELD
10 only by the amount of phase change being measured,
This invention relates to apparatus for the measurethe sum and difference frequencies will be widely separated and the sum frequency signal can be easily filtered
ment of phase noise. More particularly. this invention
relates to instrumentation and the calibration thereof for
out by low pass filter 15. The output of filter 15 is then
the measurement of phase noise in electrical apparatus
provided to a bus which is connectable to one or more
over a large range of frequencies.
amplifiers which may be of either a dc coupled type 16
or ac coupled type 17, 18 configuration and thence to
BACKGROUNDART
spectrum analyzers optimized for various frequency
The ability of communication, navigation, and a wide
bands. For P U V ~ of calibration of the spectrum anavariety of frequency and timing measurement equiplyzers. a noise reference 19 can be injected onto the bus
merit to perform ProPrlY is determined in Pan by their 2o at 19A, as illustrated, in a manner well-understood in
Phase noise Performance. A Common
of their
the art. Specifically, for measurements where either the
design, manufacture. calibration. and ultimate use is the
device under test or the refercncc
is voltage
Other
phase noise introduced by such
tunable, the signal on the bus can be amplified or attenuformance parameters are ceflainly present and imporated a needed, filtered and fed back to the voltage
tant but are often relatively more simple to predict, 25 tunable unit to maintain 90 degraJ phase shift between
calibrate and control than phase noise performance.
the signals at the mixer as shown at 13 of FIG. 1.This
Various techniques have been used to measure the
nominally occurs at zero dc volts out of the mixer. In
phase noise Over portions Of the range
by 'he
this case, phase shifter 12 can be set to any value includtechnique to which this invention is directed but with
ing zero. For measurements where the phase of neither
much reduced accuracy and/or added complexity' A 3o signal is adjustable, for example, measurementSon an
survey of previously available techniques is described in
drives J2 and J1
amplifier' where the reference
section I11 of Extending the Range and Accuracy of Phase
through
the
amplifier,
adjustable
phase
shifter 12 is
Noise Measurements by F. L. Walls et al, published in
the Proceedings of the Symposium on Frequency Conessential to achieve the 90 degrees phase shift.
such as that Of
exploit the fact
trol, June 1988. Section IV A of that publication also 35
system
and
that
if
the
tWO
OSCilhtOXS
(e.&
the
reference
Or Carrier
describes the performance of the
frequency and the modulation reference frequency) are
section IV B outlines the measurement sequence used
with the present invention. The anicle is incorporated
permitted to beat slOwb'
againsteach Other* the slope of
the resulting
at Zero Output
from the
herein by reference. Chapter 7 of Infrared and Millimefer wows.vel. 11, pp. 239-289, by A. L. hce
et al also 40 mixer Will have a value, in units of volts Per radian,
&=.bires
previous~yavailable techniques of phase noise
which is substantially a constant. For Small phase deviations from zero output, the sine of the phase angle (Le.,
measurement.
Specifically, and to briefly summarize these publicathe dc output voltage is apprOfimatelY linear with p h m
tions, the single oscillator techniques described yield a
deviation and Will be a measure of the Phase noise angood resolution (noise floor) over a rather restricted 45 gle-t*voltage conversion constant in volts per radian.
range of Fourier frequencies. In order to measure the
The difficulty with this approach in the P t has been
phase noise of a IO GHz oscillator from 0.01 HZ to 1
due to the fact that there has been no Precision techG H from
~ the -mer would require from 5 to 10 differnique for isolating the changes in the Slope which were
ent delay lines or reference cavities. Some of the cavidue to freqUmCY Or mPhtude dependent mPlitude
ties probably would have to be cryogenic to obtain the u) characteristics ofthe m c " m e n t S Y S m . SPeCifidlY,
necessary resolution to measure the best sources that are
there had been no way to achieve a a
"
for the
*
tics of the
lumped frequency and mplitude
available. In order to have good resolution using delay
lines, the radio frequency (RF)signals would have to be
meas\lrement System at 8 @ C h
carrier fWUenCY
ed on optical
and. therefore, no way to derive 8 high accuracy value
encoded on optical carriers and
falls short of 55 for a anstant relating the 0Utt)ut volt.ne to the actual
fibers. This techniaue is
value of the phase noise as a-function-of Fourier frethe resolutions avklable &th the two oscillator techquency offset from the carrier signal.
niques described below.
The essence of the calibration of such a system is to
The currently known two oscillator techniques have
accurately determine the conversion sensitivity of the
the best resolution over the entire measurement range.
A typical block diagram of an arrangement to measure 60 mixer for transforming small changes in phase into
changes in voltage as a function of the frequency of the
the phase noise of a precision source is shown in FIG. 1.
phase change. The basic difficulty encountered is that
FIG. 1 shows the use of a double balanced mixer
virtually any frequency dependent variation in phase or
(DBM) 11 receiving an input from a device under test,
voltage in any part of the system will result in a change
such as a precision signal source, at J 1 and a reference
signal input at 52. As will be clearly understood, these 65 in the voltage output, as is well understood in the art,
while only those associated with a change due to the
inputs are interchangeable since it is the phase differinput phase noise of the input carrier signal from the
ence between them that is the subject of measurement of
device under test and the input reference source u e of
the system. Both of the signals are provided as inputs to
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interest and must be isolated for high-accuracy meaThe above and other objects are satisfied, in accorsurements. This is complicated by the fact that the
dance with one aspect of the invention, by a phase modmixer output impedance has both resistive and reactive
ulator which uses a small portion of an input signal
components whose value depends on the drive levels
coupled therefrom that is phase shifted and returned to
and the mixer termination. It is usually possible to ob- 5 the input signal, thereby minimizing introduction
tain a very accurate measurement of this phase converthereto of phase noise.
sion for small changes occurring at a rate of less than 10
In accordance with another, more specific, aspect of
kHz. By carefully terminating the mixer in resistive
the invention, a small portion of the input signal is
loads it is possible to extend measurements up to 40
shifted by 90 degrees so that amplitude v&at;ons b the
MHz in some cases with somewhat reduced accuracy 10 small portions of the input signal lead to phase, and not
and signal-to-noise ratio. The extrapolation to larger
amplitude, modulation.
Fourier frequencies is extremely difficult because the
In accordance with a further aspect of the invention,
output impedance of the mixer is active and frequency
a phase modulator is provided in which, over an exdependent. While high frequency errors in amplitude of
tremely wide band of frequencies, phase shift is adjusted
detected phase noise are due to frequency dependent
within a range of frequencies of interest by observation
variations in amplifier gain, low frequency errors are
of amplitude variation and is compensated to minimize
due to the phase locked loop. These facts, coupled with
such amplitude variation.
the inherent small variations in amplifier gain with input
In accordance with a yet further aspect of the invenimpedance, frequency, and temperature makes it virtution, a phase modulator is provided w h u e common
ally impossible to obtain this conversion coeffcient 2o devices such as lengths of coaxial cable, wave guides,
with an accuracy equal to or better than 10% (1 dB)
cavities and the like, may be used in selectable combinaover a wide range of Fourier frequencies.
tions with a continuously adjustable device for impartAs a solution to this problem, one might envision
ing a small delay to provide a phase shift of precisely 90
running one input signal at a high level and sweeping
degrees at a selected input carrier frequency which may
the other input signal while maintaining its level so low
25 assume values over an extremely wide range of frequenas not to saturate the IF amplifiers following the mixer.
cies of interest. This phase shift of 90 degrees assures
Unfortunately the mixer output impedance is a function
that the insertion of phase modulation in the measureof the drive levels and running one source at a low level
ment system does not result in a significant amplitude
changes its characteristics. This invalidates the calibra3o
component in the output signal. Moreover, the phase
tion at the level of accuracy desired. Another approach
shift of 90 degrees need not even be measured since the
is to insert a phase modulator directly in one of the lines.
delay
can merely be adjusted for a given input carrier
Here again, the approaches that have been used in the
frequency until no amplitude variation is observed in
past added a significant amount of noise. Many of them
the output signal, thus effectively compensating for the
are relatively narrow band devices such as cavities,
which require many diverse devices to measure a wide 35 lumped frequency dependent charactenstics of the entire measurement system.
range of carrier frequencies.
In accordance with a further aspect of the invention,
Still another approach is to insert a reference frea phase modulation calibration standard is provided
quency into the output of the mixer. This approach has
having predetermined phase noise by associating a fued
considerable merit but is even more difficult to impleor variable reference frequency source, the characterisment since the reference signal must be flat from under
tics of which are stable and accurately known with a
0.01 Hz to over 1 GHz (1 1 decades in frequency).
phase modulator according to the invention comprising
DISCLOSURE O F THE INVENTION
a wide band frequency modulator, a first signal coupler
for coupling a portion of an input signal out of said input
Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide a phase modulator which inherently adds little 45 signal path, an adjustable delay for shifting said portion
of said input signal by 90 degrees at the frequency of
phase or voltage noise to the overall system in which it
said frequency source, an amplitude modulator for
is placed.
modulating the amplitude of said phase shifted portion
It is another object of this invention to provide a
of said input frequency with a reference frequency
phase modulator of extremely flat characteristics over
50 source, and a second coupler for coupling an output of
extreme ranges of frequency.
said amplitude modulator back into the input Signal
It is a further object of the invention to provide a
path.
phase modulator operable over a wide range of frequenThese and other objects, features and advantages of
c i a in which signal delay means are minimized in numthe invention will become apparent to persons skilled in
ber and constitution and are of p commonly available
and economical type. It is a yet further object of the 55 the art in view of the following detailed description of
the invention, of which, the best mode of CIVrying out
invention to provide a phase modulator which has little
the invention known to the inventor is set out for the
effect on the amplitude of the signal presented to the
purpose of enabling the construction and use of the
mixer of a two oscillator type phase noise measurement
invention. Therefore, it is to be understood that the
system.
It is a yet further object of the invention to provide a 60 following description is made by way of example and
not of l i t a t i o n .
precise phase modulation signal which is constant with
modulation frequency in order to correct the measureBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
ment system for changes in amplifier gain with freFIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional two
quency in the measurement system.
It is an additional further object of the invention to 65 oscillator phase noise measurement system.
provide a precise frequency calibration standard which
FIG. l o is a block diagram showing the relationship
is “portable” to allow accurate and common calibration
of the phase modulator of FIG.2 to FIG. 1according to
of instruments at different sites.
the invention.
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FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a phase modulator in
In particular in the preferred embodiment, if the variaccordance with the present invention in combination
able attenuator is a double balanced mixer, the small
signal coupled back into the input alternately varies
with a frequency source by which a frequency calibrafrom +90 degrees to -90 degrees out of phase. This
tion standard is provided.
can be visualized by considering the input signal as a
FIG. 3 is a graph of the error in the amplitude of the
large vector and the signal coupled back into it as a
modulation signal versus Fourier frequency according
smaller vector switching back and forth between + ar
to the invention.
-90 degrees out of phase therewith. As long as the
FIG. 4 is a graph of the actual calibration correction
signal coupled back into the imut sienal is comnaraversus the logarithm of the Fourier frequency according to the present invention used at 1 0 gHz.
10 ti&y d i , which condition is ~tabli&edby the iirecFIG. 5 shows an implementation of the invention
tional couplers, the magnitude of the resulting vector,
within a two oscillator phase noise measurement syscorresponding to the signal amplitude, will be substantially identical to that of the b u t sienal and Dhase noise
tem.
willbe entirely represented b i the ihase of ihe vector,
OUT
THE
BEST
15 the variation in which will be virtually unchanged with
INVENTION
r e s m t to the b u t simal vector. broducine the desired
Fundamentally, the invention includes a particular
isoiation betwe& thcphase noi; being n k u r e d and
phase modulator arrangement, which, when implethe amplitude vs. Fourier frequency variations of the
mented in a two oscillator phase noise measurement
measurement system.
system, effectively isolates amplitude variations with 20 The modulator of the invention preferably operates
Fourier frequencies occurring throughout the system
on only a very small fraction of the input signal which
which do not originate from the phase noise being meainherently leads to very small added noise. The insersured. The phase modulator according to the invention
tion loss typically is less than 1.5 dB which is low
enough that it generally has little effect on power necesalso permits calibration of the system to achieve this
benefit over an extremely wide band of frequencies. 25 sary to drive the mixer properly. This is important,
The phase modulator according to the invention is illussince, as pointed out above, the mixer gain is, in part,
dependent on input signal amplitude, and, thus, the
trated at FIG. 2. FIG. 2 basically shows a phase modulator which preferably includes a connection between
insertion of the phase modulator in the signal path has
the input and output which includes two directional
little effect on the ultimate resolution of the system.
couplers and a signal processing path 25. The arrange- 30 Increasing the value of the extracted signal would perment functions to extract approximately 1 to 10% (-20
mit larger phase variations of the output signal at the
expense of increasing the insertion loss, i.e., reduction of
to - 10 dB) of the input signal. processing that extracted
signal and to couple the processed, extracted signal
the amplitude of the output signal. For instance, in an
back into the input signal, causing virtually n o ampliapplication of the phase modulator of this invention for
tude alteration of the input signal.
35 compensating the phase variation ofa power amplifier it
The basic concept of the new ultra flat, low-noise
may be desirable to increase the value of the coupled
signal up to 50% of the input signal power to obtain
phase modulator will be described in detail with particsufficiently large phase variation in the output signal
ular reference to in FIG. 2. A small portion of the input
notwithstanding insertion loss. The design used here has
signal, typically - IO dB to -20 dB, is coupled out of
the input signal using a directional coupler 21. The 40 been demonstrated to work over a very wide range of
coupled port is terminated with an attenuator 29 or
camer frequencies up to at least 300to 1 thereby greatly
reducing the complexity required for a general purpose
perhaps an isolator or circulator in order to obtain the
best directivity. This attenuator functions to eliminate
machine. The resulting phase modulation signal is inherently very flat for modulation frequencies from dc
resonances, reducing the standing wave ratio (SWR)to
a negligible level. This signal is then applied through a 45 out to 5 to 40% of the carrier frequency. The exact
performance depends on the quality of the components.
dc coupled variable attenuator 24, including fued and
Moreover, the hardware necessary to implement the
variable delay means such as phase shifter 22 and pad 27
to aid in stabilizing the attenuator input impedance. A
invention are standard devices which are readily availbi-phase attenuator such as a double balanced mixer is
able.
well suited to this task. Mixer 24, in this case, is con- 50 Although this embodiment has been described particnected in a manner to provide amplitude modulation of
ularly as applied to radio frequencies and the microthe small signal by the reference frequency. The amp&
wave region of the spectrum, similar arrangements are
applicable to devices operating at virtually any fretude modulation due to element 24 could be provided
quency from sub-audio to optical frequencies.
equally well by a variable amplifier yith the gain
greater or less than one. The phase shifter 22 is gener- 55 The invention permits measurement of the phase
ally just a plurality of pieces of coax cable, wave guide,
noise of such devices with a resolution of approximately
0.2 dB and an accuracy of better than 1 dB over a much
dielectrically loaded wave guide or other commonly
available delay devices. which are switchable or adjustlarger bandwidth than possible with any previous precision technique.
able to provide the amount of delay or phase shift deSired.
60 The simplicity and effectiveness of the arrangement
of the invention may be appreciated by noting that by
The signal is applied through a further attenuator or
observing the amplitude modulation, the phase shift
pad 26 and then is coupled back into the main signal
using another directional coupler 28. By adjusting the
may be adjusted very accurately so that the induced
phase shift it is possible to make the small signal coupled
amplitude modulation at given Fourier frequency f is
back into the main signal to be exactly 90 degrees out of 65 from 20 dB to more than 40 dB below the induced phase
phase with the primary signal. Small amplitude changes
modulation at Fourier frequency f. In other words, the
in this coupled signal then lead to phase modulation and
system may be accurately calibrated using the technique
described below by adjusting the delay at phase shifter
not amplitude modulation.
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22 at a particular camer frequency to a value where no
induced amplitude modulation at f is observed. In this
case the modulation on the signal is very accurate phase
modulation at a Fourier frequency f. It does not particularly matter for this use whether there are other hat- 5
monics of the modulation signal present or not. The
variable attenuator can be made to operate from dc to a
very large frquency. In many cases the upper limit of
the-modulation frequency exceeds 40% of the input
carrier frequency rather than a practical limit of less 10
than 10 KHz as noted above for the lowest noise floor
@est signal to noise ratio) or 40 MHz in general applications.
FIG. 3 shows the error in the amplitude of the modulation signal versus Fourier frequency in units of per- 15
cent of the carrier frequency. The curve labeled 45
GHz depicts the results on a phase modulation realized
in an embodiment of the invention constructed with
WR 22 wave guide (33-50 GHz). The curve labeled
10.6 GHz is the result on a system with the delay struc- 20
ture fabricated in coax which should operate equally
well from at least 4 to 18 GHz. The curve labeled 5, 10,
100, and 300 MHz are results from a single modulator
tuned up for the various frequencies by adjusting only
the phase shift 22 in FIG. 2 to achieve + or -90 de- 25
grees, Le., minimum amplitude modulation. This modulator operates from 5 MHz to about 1.5 GHz. In all
cases the components are readily available. With components which have lower voltage standing wave ratio
and more directivity in the directional couplers, the 30
results should be as flat as that shown for 5 MHz for all
frequencies up to 40% of the carrier signal frequency.
Using these modulators to provide a phase modulation signal that is flat over the Fourier frequencies of
interest. one can readily calibrate the relative sensitivity 35
for converting small phase changes to small voltage
changes of the mixer in conjunction with the various
amplifiers following the mixer, their associated spectrum analyzers, the phase lock loop, and even the connecting cables. A typical calibration correction curve at 40
10 GHz is shown in FIG. 4. The absolute sensitivity is
then determined at one frequency with the dc coupled
amplifier by allowing the two oscillators to beat slowly
and measuring the beat period and the slope through the
zero crossing, as discussed above, with an accuracy of 1 45
to 2% (0.1 to 0.2 dB). The large correction at low Fourier frequencies compensates for the effect of the phase
locked loop while those at high Fourier frequencies
compensate for frequency dependent gain variations of
the amplifier. The precision for this total calibration is 50
about 0.2 dB using existing equipment, however the
concept is valid for obtaining even better results.
An interesting feature of using the double balanced
mixer as the variable bi-phase gttenuator is that the
amplitude of the transmitted signal asymptotically ap- 55
proaches a maximum value that is independent of the
amplitude of the driving signal. This helps make the
reference phase modulation relatively independent of
small changes of the amplitude of the reference signal as
it is swept over the range of Fourier frequencies of 60
interest.
If the directional couplers have good directivity and
the mixer input impedance is stabilized, either by always
maintaining the same drive level or using a small attenuator between the phase modulator and the mixer, the 65
modulation phase angle is constant and can be used as a
calibration standard without any other measurements.
Such a device can then be used to provide an absolute

8

calibration for other phase noise measurement systems,
even single oscillator systems that otherwise lack accuracy but have adequate resolution. For this use it is
important that the modulation signal be free of amplitude modulation to at least -10 dB below the phase
modulation since the detection of the amplitude modulation signal depends on the degree of saturation in the
mixer, as noted above.
It should be clear from the foregoing that, for any
reasonably stable given frequency source, the phase
modulation error and corresponding corrections can be
easily established. Therefore, the phase modulator according to the invention, when combined with such a
frequency source can provide a frequency calibration
standard, as suggested above, which has unusual utility
since it can serve as a “portable” standard for providing
a common calibration reference source for instruments
at geographically separated sites. With reference again
to FIG. 2,such a fixed or variable frequency source 70
is illustrated coupled to the input of the phase modulator. In this implementation, it is important to know the
characteristics of the frequency source in order to
match it with the phase modulator in power output
level and output impedance to insure coupling of an
accurately known fraction of the input signal out of and
back into the input signal path after phase modulation of
that fraction of the input signal. If the frequency source
characteristics are accurately known, this coupling can
be readily accomplished, for example, by terminating
the phase modulator in a resistive pad of 3 db to 6 db so
that both the modulator and source see a 50 ohm load.
This impedance match reduces the standing wave ratio
(SWR) which, in turn, reduces error in the modulator.
Thus, when the phase modulator according to the invention is associated with a particular frequency source
of known characteristics, a particularly accurate frequency calibration standard may be provided in a single
instrument which is portable and stable under a wide
range of operating conditions.
A block diagram of a two oscillator phase noise measurement system including the phase modulator of FIG.
2 is shown in FIG. la Phase modulator M is inserted
into the input line from input J2,by means of directional
couplers as will now be described.
A detailed schematic of the present invention is illustrated at FIG. 5. It will be realized that FIG. 5 shows
the use of the modulator of FIG. 2 in substantially
greater specificity and detail inserted into the overall
arrangement of FIG. 1. The phase shifts noted in legends of FIG. 5 are delays equivalent to stated phase
shifts in degrees at 5 MHz. The reference input b? provided to directional coupler 51, connected to an attenuator fo improve directivity, as noted above and, thence.
to an adjustable phase shift 52u and a compensating
delay S M The phase shifter 22 of FIG. 2 is illustrated as
embodied as a series of waveguides or coax 560-56n.
each portion of which related to the delay provided by
an adjacent section by a factor of two and is provided
with a selectable shunt such as at 55.
It should be noted that, in FIG. 5, switchable lengths
of coax cable are used to provide the major amount of
signal delay. Of course it will be realized that other
adjustable phase delay devices can be used. The smallest switched delay is made somewhat smaller than the
amount of delay available in a continuously adjustable
manner at 52u. An overall shunt of this delay means is
provided at 54. This shunt is convenient for calibration
of the arrangement since each of the switches 55 is
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somewhat lossy and provision of shunt 54 yields substantially higher calibration accuracy than merely closing all of switches 55. Shunt 54 is also useful at higher
frequencies (e.g. in the gigahertz range) where adjustable delay 520 will be sufficient to obtain the necessary S
phase shifts.
The remainder of the phase modulator of FIG. 5
follows that of FIG. 2. The input (Jl) branch of FIG. 5
includes a matched delay arrangement similar to that
provided in the phase modulator. The selectable fued 10
delays 560'-56n' which are switchable at 55'. in combination with continuously adjustable delay 53 assure that
an exact phase shift of 90 d e g r m can be obtained as
shown in FIG. 1 when testing passive components or
other units where the frequency cannot be conveniently 15
adjusted. When testing voltage adjustable oscillator the
phase lock loop (PLL)output is used to maintain 90
degrees at the mixer as explained above. The input
signal can be monitored by the use of directional couplers symmetrically arranged in both input branches as 20
illustrated at J12 and 513.
The arrangement illustrated in FIG. 5 provides a
system that operates over carrier frequencies of 5 MHz
to 1.5 GHz. Similar systems covering 4-18 GHz and
33-50 GHz have also been tested. It will be evident that 25
FIG. 5 essentially illustrates an overall system similar to
FIG. 1 but as an implementation including the phase
modulator according to the present invention, enabling
the enhanced performance indicated above.
It should also be evident that a simple servo system 30
could be used to automatically adjust the phase shift so
that the induced incidental amplitude modulation is
minimized. This could be done at the beginning and
verified at the end of the calibration cycle. This could
be achieved by detecting the amplitude modulation at 3s
J13 with a synchronous detector refe-enced to the modulation signal. The error signal is then used to drive the
modulator phase shift to minimize the amplitude modulation.
The improved phase modulator according to the 40
invention could be used as the key element in new phase
noise measurement systems. It uniquely provides the
capability for measuring the phase noise with 3 to 10
times the accuracv over a Fourier freauencv bandwidth
that is decades laiger than presently ;vailable systems. 4s
The design is inherently easy to monitor and utilize
using computer control.
A second use is as a calibration standard that is used
in conjunction with present systems that have much
lower accuracy. For instance, the typical uncertainty of 50
the present commercial analyzers is 2 to 6 dB. At present, there are numerous measurement applications for
which this degree of uncertainty renders them unsatisfactory. Instrument-to-instrument vari ions on the
same order of magnitude are also typical t roughout the 55
industry. The phase modulator of the present system is
well-suited to providing an upgrade, either in initial
manufacture or by retrofitting the invention into existing devices for many commercially available instruments since it may be directly substituted for portions of 60
the circuitry, as illustrated by comparison of FIG. 1
with FIG. 5, without alteration of the hardware architecture of the instrument itself.
This basic phase modulator can also be used to correct the added phase noise of power amplifiers where 65
the added phase noise is detected using a standard
scheme similar to FIG. 1 and the output signal from J3
could then be used to drive a phase modulator such as
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shown in FIG. 2. This approach has many virtues since
it adds virtually no noise and the active part of the
modulator carries only a very small portion of the total
signal. This has been tested using a double balanced
mixer as the attenuator, however the alignment was
diffcult. The use of a linear attenuator would greatly
improve its performance.
From the foregoing description of the invention and
the preferred embodiment, it will be understood that a
phase modulator capable of extremely flat performance
over a wide range of carrier frequencies has been provided which introduces a negligible amount of phase
noise into any system in which it is included by extracting a small portion of an input signal, phasc shifting the
extracted portion by 90 degrees, amplitude modulating
the small extracted portion by a reference frequency in
a double balanced mixer and reinjecting the processed
signal into the input signal. The modulator so provided
has the added feature that the phase shift may be
achieved by delay means which may be fabricated from
well known, readily available and inexpensive materials
and a single delay medium, such as wave guide, dielectrically loaded wave guide, coax or other delay device,
is made applicable to a wide range of frequencies. Calibration at a given carrier frequency inherently compensates for lumped frequency dependent gain and phax
variations in the entire phase modulator.
Having thus fully described the invention and explained numerous possible applications thereof, it. is
evident that many variations and other applications of
the disclosed invention will be apparent to those skilled
in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention disclosed. Therefore it is intended that the
foregoing description be taken as being by way of example; the scope of the invention being limited only by the
appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A phase modulation calibrator having predetermined phase noise comprising
a locallycontrolled stable frequency source having
accurately known characteristics and
a wide band phase modulator said modulator comprising
(a) first coupling means for coupling a portion of an
input signal out of an input signal path,
(b) adjustable delay means for shifting said portion
of said input signal by 90 d e g m s at a predctcrmined frequency of said frequency source,
(c)amplitude modulation means for modulating the
amplitude of said phase shifted portion of said
input signal with a reference frequency source,
and
(d) second coupling means for coupling an output
of said amplitude modulation means into said
input signal path.
2. A phase modulation calibration standard as recited
in claim 1, wherein said locallycontrolled stable frequency source is a tixed frequency source.
3. A phase modulation calibration standard as recited
in claim 1, wherein said locallycontrolled stable frequency source is an adjustable frequency source.
4. A wide band phase measurement system comprising a locallycontrolled stable frequency source having
accurately known characteristics and
a wide band phase modulator, said modulator comprising
(a) fvst coupling means for coupling a portion of an
input signal out of an input signal path,
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(d) second coupling means for coupling an output
(b)adjustable delay means for shifting said portion
of said amplitude modulation means into said
of said input signal by 90 degrees at a predeterinput signal path.
5. A wide band phase measurement system as recited
mined frequency of said frequency source,
5 in claim 4, wherein said locally-controlled stable fre(c) amplitude modulation means for modulating the
quency source is a fixed frequency source.
6. A wide band phase measurement system as recited
amplitude of said phase shifted portion of said
in claim 4, wherein said locally-controlled stable freinput signal with a reference frequency source,
quency source is an adjustable frequency source.
* + * * *
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